
Climbing Rocks and Beta
Talks with Jordan Cannon:
A Six Month Program for
Greater Denver Climbers



Overview

Six-month program, building confidence and community with
professional Arc’teryx climber Jordan Cannon. Translate your
wants and needs into sound climbing technique, a close-knit
community of 30 climbers across Boulder, Denver, and Golden,
and a readiness to lead climb outside.

Learn the movement techniques used by the world’s best,
develop a local climbing network that is equal parts social,
educational, and supportive. Find climbing partners, define and
focus on your goals, and receive gear and apparel
recommendations that help you achieve them.

By the end of the course, you will be able to:

● Understand proper technique for crack, face, slab, and steep
climbing on real rock

● Structure your own climbing and training protocol
● Explore local crags like Clear Creek, leading routes and setting

and cleaning anchors
● Describe climbing history basics and climbing ethics, such as

crag etiquette and “Leave No Trace”
● Articulate your gear, apparel, footwear, accessory, and

supplement needs
● Tap into a network of 30 classmates across the Greater Denver

Area as you continue to learn, climb, and grow
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Meet Your Instructor | Jordan Cannon

Now an Arc’teryx athlete, Jordan didn’t hit his stride as a rock
climber until he moved to California in 2013, exploring places
like Joshua Tree, Yosemite Valley, and the High Sierra.

After graduating from college in San Diego, he carved out a
career as a professional, sending big link-ups like the Yosemite
Triple Crown, and climbing El Capitan’s “Golden Gate” in under
24 hours, making him one of the most advanced big-wall
climbers in America.

Among his peers, Jordan is revered for his work ethic,
old-school style, and appreciation for the history of climbing,
which inspires him to go out and pursue his own big adventures.
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Jordan’s Accomplishments

● The Yosemite Triple Crown: El Capitan, Half Dome, and
Mount Watkins in under 24 hours

● Free Ascent of “Golden Gate,” VI, 5.13b on El Capitan in
Yosemite Valley in 20.5 hours

● Free Ascent of the “Freerider,” VI, 5.13a on El Capitan in
Yosemite Valley in 14.5 hours

● Link up of the Nose of El Capitan and the Regular NW
Face of Half Dome in Yosemite Valley in 16 hours with
Alex Honnold

● “Peace” 5.13+ and the “Bachar-Yerian” 5.11 R/X in
Tuolumne Meadows, California
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What You Learn

Climbing History
and Ethics

● Learn about American climbing’s origins, from
dirtbag culture to today’s era

● Cover the basic principles of “Leave No Trace”
● Become acquainted with the “do’s” and

“don’ts” of crag etiquette

Movement ● Improve your footwork with “4 General Rules”
● Gain confidence with crack, face, slab, and

steep climbing on real rock
● Practice dynamic movement, understanding

how and when to use it

Leading Outside ● Apply Jordan’s approach to fear management
● Conduct drills on falling basics
● Learn Jordan’s best practices for clipping
● Practice back-clipping, z-clipping, and how to

avoid them and fix them
● Cover resting techniques, knowing how they

improve performance and when to use them

Systems ● Practice lead belaying with a GriGri and ATC
● Learn how to feed rope and go “in direct”
● Protect your partner with soft catches
● Setup and clean bolted top rope anchors
● Understand the difference between using

quickdraws versus lockers and slings
● Know when to rappel and when to lower

Training ● Adopt Jordan’s warm-up routine
● Learn exercises supplemental to climbing
● Create your own training protocol
● Know how to effectively set short-term,

intermediate, and long-term goals
● Structure effective days at the gym and crag
● Learn about Jordan’s supplement routine

Gear and Apparel ● Feel confident picking your climbing shoes
● Receive Jordan’s recommendations on apparel

(shirts, pants, jackets, shells, and shorts)
● Receive Jordan’s recommendations on gear

(packs, quickdraws, helmets, ropes, etc.)
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What You Get

Master Class A 60-minute, high-production master class
featuring Jordan teaching climbing history and
ethics, climbing movement, and systems
management (curriculum, page 9)

Zoom Course One-month, 30-person Zoom course taught by
Jordan featuring Tuesday weekly sessions,
6:30-8:30 pm MT. Diving deeper on master
class topics like movement and climbing history
and covering new topics like training, climbing
gear, and apparel (curriculum, page 10-11)

Learning Team Within the class of 30, you will be assigned to a
five-person learning team. Carefully selected based
on our skill survey taken at the beginning of the
program; your team will represent peers with
similar experience levels to your own. Together,
you’ll climb, learn, and grow

Slack Community Course Slack channel that connects you with
Jordan and your 29 classmates. Ask Jordan
questions, coordinate meetups, and spend time
with your peers

Gym Event Three hours of movement instruction with
Jordan at Movement RiNo with 14 of your
classmates. Spend the first two hours drilling
with Jordan and the third-hour receiving
real-time feedback while bouldering. Top out
your session with Jordan and your classmates
with a Happy Hour at Improper City next door.

Guide Clinics A four-week program starting in April led by
Smile Mountain Guides. Join 14 of your
classmates on Saturdays or Sundays at a local
crag covering topics like bouldering, top rope
movement, and self-sufficiency, including how
to lead on bolts, set up top ropes, and clean
anchors

Crag Event Finish the program with Jordan and Smile
Mountain Guides during an all-day crag event.
Have an opportunity to review and ask
questions about all you’ve learned. Wrap up the
course with a happy hour at a nearby brewery
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Letter from Jordan

“Hello!

My name is Jordan Cannon; I’m a professional rock climber
based out of Las Vegas, Nevada, and will be your instructor
during this six-month program. My main goal throughout this
course is to help you effectively transition from indoor to
outdoor climbing, whether you want to learn how to boulder,
sport climb, trad climb, or get into the alpine.

However, before doing so, I think it’s essential for you to first
understand the basics of climbing history and ethics so you
can appreciate our sport’s past, gain a sense of where it’s going,
and define your own experience as a member of its community.

My second goal for this course is to help you understand the
basics of climbing movement so that you can apply those
skills to real rock when we go outside.

Lastly, I want you to understand the foundational systems
necessary to climb outside effectively, so my final goal is to
teach you how to lead, how to lead belay, and how to set up
and take down a top rope anchor.

In addition to covering other topics like training, gear, and
apparel, remember that this program is local to the Front Range
and will consist of 30 beginners across Boulder, Denver, and
Golden. It has been designed so that you can not only learn
hard and soft skills but also meet your classmates, who will
become your sounding boards, climbing partners, and,
hopefully, lifelong friends.

Over our six months together, I look forward to welcoming you
to our course community, helping you transition from indoors to
outside, and having a lot of fun in the process.

See you in class!
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Course Timeline
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Take the Next Step

Have questions about this program? Call or text our
admissions team at 720-948-4487. We’re here to help you
determine whether this program is right for you and your goals.
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Master Class Curriculum

Chapter 1
Introduction

● About Jordan
● Goals of the Master Class

Chapter 2
History and Ethics

● Climbing History
● Climbing Ethics

- Crag Etiquette
- “Leave No Trace” Principles

Chapter 3
Climbing Movement

● Jordan’s Warm-up Routine
● Types of Holds

- Edges, Pockets, Slopers, Pinches,
Thumbs

● Footwork Basics
- 4 “General Rules”

● Slab Climbing Technique
● Face Climbing Technique
● Steep Climbing Technique
● Crack Climbing Basics
● Dynamic Movement
● Resting Techniques

Chapter 4
Foundational Systems

● Tying in With a Figure 8
● How to Rope Belay with a Gri-Gri/ATC

- P.L.U.S.
● How to Lead Climb

- How to Clip
- Back-clipping, Z-clipping, and How to

Avoid It
- Rope Management
- Falling Basics

● How to Lead Belay with a Gri-Gri/ATC
- Feeding Rope
- Going “In Direct”
- Giving Soft Catches

● How to Setup and Clean a Bolted Top Rope
Anchor
- Using quickdraws vs lockers and slings
- Lowering vs rappelling
- Going “In Direct”
- Giving Soft Catches

Chapter 5
Conclusion

● Gear and Apparel Recommendations
● Other Resources
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Zoom Course Curriculum

Class 1
History, Ethics, Goal
Setting, and How to
Structure Your Day at
the Gym and Crag

● Course Design
● Community Guidelines, Acknowledgments,

Boundaries, and Expectations
● Climbing History

- Learning from Those Who Came Before
- How to Approach Climbing Based on

Your Goals and Inspiration
● Climbing Ethics

- Basic Crag Etiquette Re-Cap
- Working Around Other Climbers
- “Leave No Trace” Principles Re-Cap
- Style and Attitude

● Goal Setting
- Short Term, Intermediate, and Long Term

Goals
- Training with Variety (Boiuldering, Sport

Climbing, Trad Climbing)
● How to Structure a Day at the Gym/Crag

- My Routine
o Supplements
o Warm-Up
o Food/Nutrition

- Climbing with Intention
● Homework

- The Rock Climber’s Training Manual:
Excerpts on Movement+Technique Drills

- Record Yourself Climbing in the Gym

Class 2
Movement I
and Training

● Re-Cap of Master Class Content
- Types of Holds

o Edges, Pockets, Slopers,
Pinches, and Thumbs

- Footwork Basics
o 4 “General Rules”

- Types of Climbing
o Slab, Face, and Steep

● Review of Student’s Bouldering in the Gym
● Training for Climbing
● Homework

- Record Yourself Climbing in the Gym

Class 3
Movement II

● Re-Cap of Master Class Content
- Crack Climbing Basics, Dynamic

Movement, and Resting Techniques
● Review of Student’s Bouldering in the Gym
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Class 4
Systems, Gear, Apparel,
Footwear, and
Accessories

● Systems Overview
● Gear and Apparel (Arc’teryx)

- Shell Jackets, Insulated Jackets, Pants,
Fleece, Base Layer, Shirts and Tops,
Shorts, Day Packs, Multi-Day Packs,
Accessories (Climbing Gloves, Toques,
Beanies, Hats and Caps)

● Footwear (Scarpa)
- Climbing Shoes, Approach Shoes,

Hiking Shoes, Trail Running Shoes
● Equipment (Black Diamond)

- Helmets, Rock Protection, Quickdraws
and Runners, Carabiners, Belay Devices,
Chalk Bags, Bouldering Pads

● Ropes (Maxim Ropes)
- Dynamic Ropes, Static Ropes

● Chalk and Accessories
- Chalk, Hand Care, Accessories

● Performance Nutrition/Supplements
(Physi-Vantage)
- Supercharged Collagen, Weapons-Grad

Protein, Endure X, Crush, Flow, Redux
HP, Mag ATP

● Multi-Tools (Leatherman Tools)
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